HOSPITAL AIDS

TAGEVAC
Evacuation Management system
TagEvac is a revolutionary management system designed to help ensure buildings are
adequately evacuated in an emergency. Using the sweep method of evacuation, TagEvac
provides a fast and reliable method to checking ‘designated’ zones within any building or group
of buildings are clear following an evacuation, without the need for time consuming roll calls.
Features & Benifits:





Using simple clearly marked panels, staff and emergency services can
instantly identify which areas have been cleared
Simple and deliberately low tech
Uses clear color-coded messaging, so you don’t have to think in an
emergency
Easy to set up and train staff, with no ongoing maintenance costs

Using the TagEvac:








Prior to installation, each building must first be split into controllable
evacuation zones
A tag station, containing a removable metal tag, is then placed in a fixed
location within that zone. Each zone is colour coded and has a unique
reference. The tag control board also contains this zone information
In an emergency evacuation, a designated fire warden will check each
zone to ensure no persons are within the zone.
Once confident the zone is clear, the fire warden will then remove the
TAG from the zone’s designated ‘TAG Station’ and take it to the incident
control point
The Tag is then placed on the central tag control board to indicate that
the zone has been checked
Each zone is colour coded and has a unique reference to help remove
any confusion during the evacuation process
The clear information panels within the Tag control board enables fire
wardens/marshals and Fire & Rescue Services to instantly identify
which areas of the building have been cleared in ‘real time’ helping
them to prioritise their actions accordingly

Design options:





MODULAR - The low cost flexible ‘off the shelf’ solution with in-built
simplicity. Its flexible design enables the system to be changed in-house
at any time, simply and cheaply. MODULAR is quick to order, set up
and use.
CUSTOM - Ideal if you're looking for a complete manufactured system
solution. This can include your corporate branding, colour palette and
the specifics of your evacuation down to the most exacting detail.
CUSTOM+ - A design team will work with you to create and
manufacture a bespoke solution to enhance your evacuation process,
whatever the complexity of your situation.

With careful planning and support throughout, we can create a
solution that works for you. Contact us for more information.

